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A harmonious blend of 
classic and contemporary

Origin Classic combines elements of the past 
and future, executed with a contemporary touch 
to highlight its graceful and elegant lines. The 
collections consists of complementary faucets, 
accessories and shower systems, and creates a 
unique ambiance in the bathroom, with the harmony 
of the classic and the contemporary. Different colour 
and usage options provide a lot of design freedom.
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Classic design 
that unifies 

the bathroom
The design language of Origin Classic reflects 
the harmony of classic and contemporary style in 
every piece in the collection. The collection offers a 
wide range of products to accommodate different 
approaches and usage habits. Complementary 
faucets, shower systems and accessories provide 
flexible design alternatives in the bathroom. 

Origin Classic
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Diversity-enhancing 
details

The unique details on the faucets give the collection 
a distinguished feel. The on-off function of the 
classically styled control levers located on the sides, 
or the single control lever, located on the top, is 
designed to maintain its sensitivity and smooth 
usage for years, thanks to its easy-movement feature. 
The special ceramic-coated cartridge in the overall 
range enables a slim body design , and ensures 
a more durable and long-lasting life. The simple 
assembly apparatus makes installation quick and 
easy.
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Colours that add 
diversity to design

Origin Classic creates a classic  ambiance with the 
variety of colours it offers; in chrome, soft copper, 
brushed gold and matt black, to ensure durability for 
years to come.

Origin Classic
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Different 
solutions for 

different 
washbasins 

The faucets in the collection appeal to different user 
preferences and feature classic style control levers 
located on the sides, or a single control lever located 
on top. Origin Classic faucets add a distinctive touch 
with the unique curve of the spout, and offer different 
height options for each washbasin type.
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Complementary 
diversity

Origin Classic is an exclusive collection that 
demonstrates its refined design and craftsmanship in 
every detail. From soap dispensers, towel racks and 
hangers to toothbrush holders, mixers and shower 
heads, every piece complements the other, to make a 
holistic and consistent approach. 
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Alternative 
solutions for 

different 
showering areas 

Origin Classic brings the elegance of classic design 
language to the showering area, offering solutions 
suitable for different spaces, including 4-hole bathtub 
mixers, floor bathtub mixers, built-in shower and 
bathroom mixers as well as bath and shower mixers. 

Origin Classic
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Accessories that 
complement the 
classic ambiance 

The accessory options offered by Origin Classic 
not only complement the design language of the 
collection, they add the final touch to bathroom 
ambiance to make the bathroom complete, with
the classic spirit.

Origin Classic
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Basin mixers

Basin mixer, 
single handle

Chrome A42880
Brushed gold A4288025
Soft copper A4288029
Matt black A4288036

Basin mixer 
with 3 hole 

Chrome A42891
Brushed gold A4289125
Soft copper A4289129
Matt black A4289136

Basin mixer 
with cross handle for bowls

Chrome A42886
Brushed gold A4288625
Soft copper A4288629
Matt black A4288636

Basin mixer 
single handle for bowls

Chrome A42882
Brushed gold A4288225
Soft copper A4288229
Matt black A4288236

Built-in basin mixer

Chrome A42890
Brushed gold A4289025
Soft copper A4289029
Matt black A4289036

Built-in basin mixer

Chrome A42889
Brushed gold A4288925
Soft copper A42888929
Matt black A4288936

Basin mixer 
with cross handle

Chrome A42884
Brushed gold A4288425
Soft copper A4288429
Matt black A4288436

Bidet mixer

Bidet basin,
single handle

Chrome A42888
Brushed gold A4288825
Soft copper A42888829
Matt black A4288836

Shower solutions

Design Studio VitrA

Bath mixer

Chrome A42893
Brushed gold A4289325
Soft copper A42889329
Matt black A4289336

Floor mounted bath mixer

Chrome A42898
Brushed gold A4289825
Soft copper A4289829
Matt black A4289836

Shower mixer

Chrome A42894
Brushed gold A4289425
Soft copper A42889429
Matt black A4289436

Deck mounted with 
4 hole

Chrome A42900
Brushed gold A4290025
Soft copper A42890029
Matt black A4290036

Collection overview

Origin Classic

Built-in shower set 

Shower mixer, exposed part A42896
3 way diverter A42897
Bath spout A42899
Hand shower outlet A42625
Hand shower set A45795
Headshower A45794
Connection pipe A42631

Mechanic shower column

Chrome A45793
Brushed gold A4579325
Soft copper A4579329
Matt black A4579336

Built-in shower set 

Shower mixer, exposed part A42896
3 way diverter A42897
Headshower A45794
Bath spout A42899
Connection pipe A42631

Handshower with rail

Chrome A45796
Brushed gold A4579625
Soft copper A4579629
Matt black A4579636
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Accessories 

Soap dispenser

Chrome A44519
Matt black A4451936

Double hook

Chrome A44523
Matt black A4452336

Soap holder

Chrome A44520
Matt black A4452036

Towel ring

Chrome A44524
Matt black A4452436

WC brush holder

Chrome A44521
Matt black A4452136

Towel holder
45 cm

Chrome A44548
Matt black A4454836

Towel holder

Chrome A44525
Matt black A4452536

Toothbrush holder

Chrome A44518
Matt black A4451836

WC roll holder

Chrome A44522
Matt black A4452236
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